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Tom McCann supports Slough Lib Dems’
campaign for better health and well being

‘Let the people decide’ says Tom McCann
The Tory policy of hard Brexit and
leaving the Single Market will have
severe consequences for UK industry.
Tom McCann, Lib Dem candidate for
Slough, says: ‘At the end of the Brexit
negotiations the British people
deserve the final say on whether to
accept the deal or remain in the EU.’

Tom McCann (left), Lib Dem candidate for Slough at a GP
surgery in Cippenham discussing with Robert Plimmer

(right) how Lib Dem plans for £6 billion extra a year for the
NHS and social care would help the health services across
Slough cope with increasing demand in a joined-up way.

Lib Dem campaigner in Cippenham,
Robert Plimmer, gets support from
Tom McCann for his long-running

campaign against Slough’s Labour
Council’s massive increase in

charges for hiring sports pitches.

This silly policy has caused a large
drop  in  the number of pitches hired.
Tom supports Robert’s demand that
this policy that is damaging physical
activity and well being be reversed.

The Conservative Government is
not giving the NHS enough money.
Tom McCann, health charity worker and Lib
Dem Parliamentary candidate for Slough,
backs Lib Dem plans to put a penny on
income tax to reverse Tory cuts to the NHS.

The £6 billion extra each year would
additionally allow the health and social care
services to provide efficient, joined-up
services, including in areas such as mental
health that have long been under-funded.

Tom said: ‘The Lib Dems also believe that
nurses and others who do vital work in
the public services should no longer have
their pay rises capped at just 1%.’
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For an MP to work for Slough residents vote

Robert Plimmer telling Tom McCann about
the Labour Council's 2015 crazy experiment

to close Station Road resulting in traffic
congestion not only in Burnham but also in

Cippenham at peak times.
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TOM McCANN
Enthusiastic campaign launch: reverse Tory cuts, make Labour Council listen

Tom McCann’s launch meeting (see left) heard
his Lib Dem plans, including:
• reverse Tory cuts to the NHS and
Education (with  properly funded commitments
unlike Labour’s fantasy promises);
• let the people have a vote to accept the final
Brexit agreement or remain in the EU;
• force Slough’s Labour Council to listen
more to local residents by working with the
Slough Lib Dem Focus teams (see below)

Tom McCann says Slough needs an MP to stand
up against the Labour-run Council on issues like:

Unwanted traffic schemes: across Slough from
Burnham (Station Rd) to Langley the Labour council
introduced traffic schemes without listening to local
residents. As your MP Tom would support campaigners
such as Robert Plimmer who highlighted the chaos being
caused by the Council both north and south of the A4.

Mismanaging the Children’s Services and the Heart of
Slough: Slough’s MP should speak out against the
Labour Council when it runs services so badly Central
Government has to step in and take over. Also when
projects like Heart of Slough are so behind schedule.
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Join our
Fight for
the Future...

Tories will clobber the elderly and families

The Tories will hit thousands of elderly Britons receiving care in their own homes with a ‘Personal
Death Tax.’  So the more help you need, the more Theresa May will snatch away when you die.

The Tories will remove the Triple Lock that guarantees reasonable increases in the state
pension. The Lib Dems had introduced the Triple Lock during the Coalition Government.

Mrs May also plans to take away free school lunches from almost two million children.

Every vote for Tom McCann is a vote against Theresa May’s plans to introduce a
‘Death Tax’ for the elderly, remove the Triple Lock and remove free school lunches.


